
Controls

your power is our priority

customer service 
the Alba Power team is flexible, 
ambitious, friendly and  
approachable. We have  
a partnership approach  
to working with our customers, 
whilst being fully accountable  
for our work we do for them. 

excellence
to be the leader in the market, 
we need to set the bench 
high and ensure we lead by 
example. Operating in a serious 
market means we must 
always prioritise quality above 
everything else. We trust our 
people to ensure quality is so 
high that our customers always 
have peace of mind.

problem solving 
we see our job as finding  
a solution, whatever the  
problem and we use the  
experience from across our 
team as well as innovative  
thinking to do this. We  
understand the critical nature  
of the industries and sectors  
our customers are working in 
and we value responsiveness 
and do what it takes to meet  
our customers’ needs.

one team 
our team brings with them 
and develops at Alba Power, 
superior knowledge, experience 
and expertise in our field.  
No one part of the business  
is responsible for our success 
– we work together to give  
our customers the very  
best we can.

open and honest  
to deliver exceptional customer  
service, responsively, as one 
team and to a high standard, 
there is only one way to  
behave and communicate.
Whilst always respecting each 
other, we are open and honest 
at all times, getting to the point 
and getting to the customer  
solution, efficiently.
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Controls

Alba Power provides world-class repair and support services for industrial control systems. 

Our Control capabilities include:

Alba Power is the worldwide expert in aeroderivative/ industrial 
gas turbines, power turbines, controls and rotating equipment 
support and aims to increase the life of its clients’ turbines. Our 
headquarters are in Aberdeen, Scotland, in a 14-acre facility, 
incorporating a new, custom-built gas turbine workshop and 
stores complex, supported by liquid/gas/dual-fuel facilities. 
We also have an operation in Houston to further enhance our 
global capabilities, offering services to a customer base that 
includes North and South America and the Middle East. We 
have extensive industry experience, coupled with strong values 
around customer service, problem solving and a passion for 
excellence, delivered through a strong team culture that is open, 
straight-talking and honest. This provides our clients across the 
globe with unprecedented levels of service and responsiveness 
due to our 24/7 service, giving them confidence and peace of 
mind, as well as cost and overhead efficiency.

Contact us now in the UK on telephone: +44(0)1569 730088  
or in Houston, US on telephone: +1 713 489 3883

Or email us at sales@albapower.com

Products/Services           Features

Test, calibration and fault 
diagnosis of all makes of 
control system

          Quality

          Confidence

Start-up and commissioning 
of control systems

          Reliability

          Responsiveness

Design and build of control 
system upgrades

          Control

          Confidence

Install and commission of 
control system upgrades

          Efficiency

Fault diagnosis and repair of 
control systems, including 
analogue and older digital

          Efficiency

          Quality

          Responsiveness

Engine Types           Rolls-Royce

          GE

          Pratt & Whitney

          Dresser-Rand

          Ruston

          Siemens

          Solar

Control systems hardware           Allen-Bradley RS       
          View/Factory Talk

          Citect

          Contrologix

          Wonderware

Products/Services           Features

Valves           Fisher

          Heinzmann

          PECC

          Woodward

          Whittaker

Starter motors           ABB

          Loher

          Moog

          Reliance

Hardware support packages – 
HMIs, PLCs with IO and
control panels

          Digicon

          GE Fanuc

          IDS Mk 1 and Mk2

          Rolls-Royce Entronix      
          FT100 and FT110


